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Pollo Campero in the USA

Abstract

This case illustrates the challenges that Pollo Campero, a Guatemalan fast food company, faces when expanding in

the US market, and it was initially very successful because it appealed to consumers of Central American origin, but found

it harder to appeal to a broader range of US consumers, who had no emotional attachment to the brand.  The aim is to

stimulate a discussion about consumer segmentation, competitive strategy and the internationalization of emerging market

multinationals.  It is a complex, in-depth case study suitable for use with advanced MBA students and practitioners. 
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It was a steamy 2010 hot summer afternoon in Dallas. In his air-conditioned office in the Lincoln Centre Tower II,

Roberto Denegri, President of Pollo Campero, a Guatemalan fast food company, grappled with the question of what Pollo

Campero’s growth strategy should be. Pollo Campero entered the US in 2002, with a single restaurant in Los Angeles.

Since then, it had expanded rapidly, and by 2010 it had 48 restaurants in 12 states and Washington DC, largely because of

its popularity with clients of Central American origin. The market research report sitting on Denegri’s desk provided a clear

picture of consumer segments in the US market it was now time to make some critical decisions.

Pollo Campero

Pollo Campero, loosely translated to “country chicken”, was founded in Guatemala in 1971 by Dionisio Gutiérrez.

It offered customers a new fast-food concept in terms of flavor: a tender, juicy, crispy chicken, marinated with a mix of

species highlighting Central American flavors. 

In  1972,  Pollo  Campero  expanded  to  neighboring  El  Salvador,  taking  advantage  of  similarities  in  consumer

behavior. By 1982, the company had 18 restaurants in Guatemala and seven in El Salvador. Board member Francisco Pérez

de Antón said that two years later businesspeople from Chile, Argentina, Panama, Florida, Texas, Mexico and New Mexico

had requested franchises, but they did not want to expand that way at that time. He believed that growth through franchising

would  require  a  larger  organizational  structure  and  greater  operational  support,  so  that  they  could  not  take  those

responsibilities.

In 1992, it opened its first store in Honduras, where it had also acquired a poultry farm. Guatemalans, Salvadorians

and Hondurans travelled frequently throughout Central America, which helped Pollo Campero become a very well known

brand in the region. 

In 1997 Pollo Campero developed a franchise program, which allowed them to open stores in Panama and later in

Nicaragua.  

The high service level in the Guatemalan fast-food industry made the quality standards of this franchise as high as

those of some U.S. franchises. In spite of this, the Latino origin of the Pollo Campero brand created skepticism when a

franchisor visited the company (Revilla & Condo, 2003).

Between 1997 and 2000 Campero signed franchise agreements with business groups in Costa Rica, Mexico and

Ecuador, becoming the most internationalized Latin American fast-food chain, with 143 sites and nearly 6,000 employees.
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By 2002 Pollo Campero decided to enter the United States, encouraged by the large number of people buying their fried

chicken in El Salvador and Guatemala to bring it to their relatives in the United States. CEO Juan José Gutierrez said:

"When boarding a flight from El Salvador or Guatemala to Los Angeles and other destinations, you could

smell the chicken all the way, so the Campero management team, further motivated by suggestions from

airline managers, resolve to take this opportunity to offer their product at this market niche, and we did so

through franchisees just as we had been doing in Latin American countries.”

The first Pollo Campero restaurant was opened in in Los Angeles (LA) through a franchise agreement with Adir

Restaurants Corp., a sister company of La Curacao, La Curacao sold consumer electronics such as home computers and

digital cameras, and home appliances. It was an ideal partner for Pollo Campero because it catered specifically to Latinos,

for example by providing export delivery services to Central America, and because it was based in LA, the US city with the

highest number of Central Americans. 

The openings broke sales records in the industry, hitting $1 million in its first 22 days (Arndt, 2010). Juan José said,

"People came to the newly-opened Pollo Campero and for several months, especially at the beginning, the restaurant

was full of customers. That was very encouraging. We found that more people than normal came because some drove

from far off places to visit, but only at the opening time. Of course, after that they did return but just occasionally,

therefore, we had to keep with the Central Americans living near the restaurant. "

Campero opened stores in other states, especially those with large settlements of Central Americans,  such as DC,

Texas and New York. 

In 2003 it created CUSA, an organizational unit to manage operations in the United States. CUSA was led by Juan

José Gutiérrez,  president,  and Roberto Denegri,  vice-president,  plus a finance director,  a person in charge  of  granting

franchises and an operations manager.  Operations Manager Rodolfo Bianchini said,

"Restaurants required someone to break in hands and make them ready for opening, so we stayed between

two and three weeks working on them. We spent about half of the year in the United States."

Between 2002 and 2007 Pollo Campero opened 30 restaurants, targeting mainly the Central Americans living in the US.

During the opening weeks, sales ranged between US$ 10,000 and $ 50,000 per day, which, according to Denegri, was above

the average sales of competitors. 
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In 2007 Juan José Gutierrez and his Board of Directors in Guatemala decided to broaden their market, targeting all

Hispanics and mainstream US consumers. They moved CUSA to Dallas in order to facilitate learning about the market.

Dallas was chosen because of its proximity to Guatemala (a 3-hour flight) and for being a strategic location for operations’

logistics. Juan José Gutiérrez remained as CEO and was the only one living in Guatemala.  Roberto Denegri had become

president and also served as COO. The most urgent weaknesses were mitigated by formalizing the operations and marketing

departments, bringing in two specialists in each area. (See Figure 1)

Initially the restaurants in the US were a simple copy-paste of its offering in Central America. Waiters and cashiers

spoke better Spanish than English since many t of them were Central Americans. The company realized the importance of

tailoring its offerings to the US market. It thus decided to open company-owned restaurants, which enabled it to test new

concepts, learn about consumers and provide training to new franchisees. 

CUSA opened in 2007 two new restaurants in Dallas, Preston Road North Dallas and 121 and Glad in Euless and bought

back 50% of a restaurant established in 2004 in a joint venture with a franchisee to have more of a base in Dallas.  Dallas

had 449,600 households with an average of 2.6 members and household income of US$ 41,800.  The Hispanic population

accounted for 42.4% of the entire population with strong roots of Mexicans and Central Americans,  whites 28.8% and

blacks 25%. Neighboring cities, such as Irving and Farmer Branch also had large Hispanic communities. 

By late 2007 there were 36 restaurants under the name of Pollo Campero. The increase in restaurant openings was the

result of an increased number of franchisees (from 7 to 20), each of them responsible for a smaller territory of 3 to 5

restaurants  in smaller geographical  areas.   The franchise opportunities were offered under a Disclosure Document, and

where only for the development and operation of Pollo Campero restaurants outside of the ADIR territory and within the

United States. ADIR became a master developer in 2001 and it was the only sub-franchisor licensed by Pollo Campero to

offer sub-franchises in California, Washington, Oregon, Nevada, New Mexico and Arizona (Campero USA Corp., 2011).

The company also entered into an agreement with Wal-Mart in November 2007, to run Pollo Campero restaurants inside

Wal-Mart stores.  It was a great opportunity to open stores nationwide.  Guiselle Ruiz, Vice-president and Regional General

Manager of Wal-Mart Stores, U.S, said,

 "Our customers today come from many different backgrounds and all walks of life. Many are Latin American,

and they are among our fastest-growing markets. It stands to reason that our offerings reflect the needs of the
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communities we serve. We know Pollo Campero will add value to Wal-Mart with its premium Latin American

restaurant brand”.(Marketwire, 2007)

Lorenzo López, Wal-Mart Stores Inc. spokesman, highlighted, 

 “It’s kind of like when we’re looking at salsa versus ketchup and tortillas versus bread”(Daily News, 2008)

The company had set  itself the goal  of being among the 50 quick-service restaurants  brands in the US with over 300

restaurants by 2014. The brand continued to open restaurants but did have to deal with some closings.  However it was more

the number of openings than that of closings and the chain continued to grow thus favoring the finances of CUSA when

comparing 2009 against 2008 (see Tables 1 and 2).

By June 2010, the rate of growth defined during the 2007 strategy session and the following goal of 300 restaurants by

2014 was not being accomplished.  Pollo Campero had only 48 stores in 12 states and Washington D.C. (see Table 3). 

Pollo  Campero  restaurants  feature  brightly colored  booths  with Latin  authenticity  and  50% of  them drive-through

windows (See Figure 2) The U.S. menu includes fried plantains and milky horchata, drinks from its original menu, but also

unique USA dishes such as grilled chicken and mashed potatoes aimed at US consumers at  large (See Figure 3.) The

cooking process of chicken, marinated with over 20 ingredients including spices native to Central America and breaded by

hand, made the flavor penetrate to the bone. Chicken was juicy and free of trans fat, differentiating Campero from other

restaurants. Beans were cooked at the restaurant and were the result of blending nine ingredients.  

Campero´s prices varied all across the US, on average, they tended to be at par with KFC and a little less than Popeyes.

However, both of those brands invested large sums TV advertising, generating a stronger value perception with consumers.

Campero, lacking the resources to compete through advertising with KFC and Popeyes,  introduced new promotions. It

imitated its competitors by offering 8 pieces of chicken for $7.99 and adding snacks to the menu with prices from US$ 0.99

for products  like a  tortilla  with chicken,  with the slogan:  "More  Campero for  less  money”  (más Campero  por menos

dinero)."  Even nontraditional consumers were attracted by these promotions. 

CUSA soon realized that the copy-paste approach  would not work everywhere. In Central America people know

about Pollo Campero. In the US, outside of the Central Americans costumers, the name was totally unfamiliar and meant

nothing. 
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Rodolfo Bianchi clearly appreciated it and said in relation to the restaurant in Wal-Mart,

“Most people didn’t know the brand. However, we are simply a “chicken” concept. So people came over and tried

the product and in most cases they ended up very pleased.” (Daily News, 2008)

Less than 1% of the US population identified themselves as Central Americans. Their family income did not exceed

$ 40,000 per year. They visited quick-service restaurants about five times per week and spent between US$ 22 and US$ 26.

Targeting Central Americans had been profitable, but their overall small numbers limited the prospect for future growth in

the US for Campero, Denegri realized that they needed to understand how the broader set of US consumers perceived Pollo

Campero and its main competitors - How did they perceive the name, the facilities, the products, and the experience? Were

they comfortable in different environments such as the “Latin” environment of Campero?  What did they expect from going

into Campero’s restaurants? To analyze the engagement of customers Denegri used a framework of analysis provided by

one of their consulting firms (See Figure 4).

Core customers, Central Americans, focused on the quality of the food and overlooked the different components of the

experience because they had a strong heritage that strongly connected them with the brand.  However, new consumers were

not familiar with Pollo Campero and lacked a clear connection to the brand.  Brand elements such as the name and logo

were unclear and confusing.  For example, experts mentioned that “the little chicken” was infantile and cheap and therefore

did not reflect the food quality of Campero.  On the other hand, the logo typography appears as of a Western origin, the

shape was similar to many of their competitors and the word “Pollo” was in Spanish and used by some competitors (See

Figure 5).

The atmosphere at the restaurants welcomed Central Americans best and Hispanics by exception. However, their

heavily Latino environment suggested to some that it was not conducive to attracting mainstream Americans, even though

these were the largest population and the one with the most purchasing power.

In addition to its foray into the US, in 2006, Pollo Campero crossed the Atlantic to open a restaurant in Spain and

then Andorra. It  did so through a joint venture between Campero and Agrolimen, a Spanish business group, through its

affiliate company Eat Out Group, owner of the Telepizza chain, ranking number one in pizza sales in Spain. Their franchise

in Central America was run by Pollo Campero.  The following year it entered China and Indonesia, and is currently also in

Bahrain and India,  through joint-ventures with local  businesses.  Today,  Pollo Campero accounts for US$ 400 million.

Revenue comes from the more than 80 million customers it serves yearly in 14 countries (See Table 4) through a network of
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some 330+ restaurants. The company has three divisions. The Latam division based in Guatemala runs the Latin American

business, the US division runs the US out of the Dallas HQ, and a third division called Campero International Franchising

runs the rest of the world and is headquartered in Spain.

Franchise agreement

Through its franchises Campero USA Corp. (CUSA) allows to operate Pollo Campero stores that sell the uniquely

Pollo Campero chicken products. Franchises sign a Store Development Agreement to develop a single specific location or a

network of Pollo Campero Stores  within a targeted  area  under the Store Development Program.  A network typically

consists of three or more stores. In addition to the typical Pollo Campero Store, CUSA grants to qualified prospects the right

to operate a Pollo Campero “Express Unit.”  An Express Unit is suited to some urban areas and special venues, where

conditions require a more concise format, such as within shopping malls and airports, and may include Special Distribution

Opportunities offered to franchisees. (Campero Usa Corp., 2011)  

All  Pollo  Campero  Stores  must  be  developed  and  operated  to  meet  Campero  USA Corp.  specifications  and

standards.  The Franchise Agreement is limited to specific location(s) and CUSA has the right to set up restaurants or issue

franchises  aiming to capture customers  in the same geographic area,  subject  to the limited territory granted in a Store

Development Agreement.

The unique characteristics of the Pollo Campero System include a distinctive exterior and interior design, decor,

color and identification schemes and furnishings; special menu items; the unique flavor of their fried chicken, marinated and

breaded with a secret formula; standards, specifications and operation procedures; quality of products and services offered;

management programs; training and assistance; and marketing and promotional programs, all of which CUSA may change,

supplement, and further develop.  The typical Pollo Campero Store depends upon serving a large number of customers for

its success and is generally located in heavily populated areas.

The total  investment required to begin operation of a Pollo Campero restaurant ranges between $826,537 and

$1,652,500 for a Free-Standing location; $651,950 to $1,433,500 for an In-Line location, and $312,421 to $679,500 for an

Express location. These total investment ranges included a $40,000 initial franchise fee,  and if the franchisee leased or

subleased the premises from Campero USA Corp, $5,000 for the security deposit and prepaid rental charges would be

required, for a total of $45,000 in initial fees that must be paid to CUSA or its affiliates before the franchisee opens it

business (See Table 5).  Two others fees were the “Continuing Franchise Fee” and the “Continuing Advertising Fee”, each
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one amounted 5.0% of gross sales and must be paid weekly.  Monitoring of sales and operating costs at different types of

stores showed variability between the Eastern and Western regions of the United States (See Table 6 and 7).

The typical  free-standing retail Pollo Campero restaurants were the restaurants that did not share any common

walls with any third party. They generally required a lot ranging from 1,400 m2 to 4,000m2 (15,000 to 43,000 square feet)

and a building ranging from 170 m2 to 260 m2 (1,800 to 2,800 square feet) in size. In-Line Pollo Campero restaurants were

the restaurants sharing a common wall with a third party, such as in a strip center. They were generally 185m 2 to 300m2

(2,000 to 3,200 square feet) in size. Finally the Express Pollo Campero restaurants generally ranged from 65m2 to 150 m2

(700 to 1,600 square feet) in size.

Industry and Competitive Landscape (US)

In  the year  2009 there  were  over  945,000 food service  outlets  in  2009,  employing  12.7 million people.  The

National Restaurant Association (NRA) projected a 2.5% increase in industry revenues by 2010 over 2009, reaching US$

580 billion (See Table 8).  Stores were categorized by their nature as commercial sites accounting for 91.4% of revenues

and noncommercial ones accounting for 8.6% (See Table 9).

Limited service restaurants, which include fast food chains, or Quick Service Restaurants (QSR), are characterized

by providing quick and cheaper alternative to traditional full service restaurants. The industry was estimated to be worth

around US$ 164.8 billion in 2009. In this type of restaurant consumers serve themselves, for example by bringing food to

their own table and pouring drinks from a fountain. The average customer paid US$ 3.9 in the morning, US$ 5.6 for lunch,

US$ 6 for dinner and $ 3.5 for a snack in the course of the afternoon. (Campero USA Corp, 2011)

The  “fast-casual  restaurants”  are  a  limited-service  category  of  restaurants,  serving  fast,  convenient  food  but

focusing on providing a great experience for customers through food with good taste, appearance and freshness in addition

to a friendly atmosphere and excellent service. These restaurants combined the strategy of full-service restaurants with that

of quick service restaurants. The average meal sold for US$ 10 (Green, 2012).  Although customers and industry experts

valued what these restaurants offered, they continued to classify them as QSRs.  This was the only category of restaurants

experiencing growth after the 2009 recession. The NRA research vice president said that fast-casual restaurants would have

a better performance than the rest of the industry since it captures the sweet spot between QSR and casual dining. Fast and

convenient service was like QSR but much higher quality food and atmosphere was like casual dining everything at a

reasonable price point just between the two.
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In general, 43% of sales in this industry were made at dinner time, 31% at lunch time and 9% at breakfast. The

remaining 17% of sales took place while customers traveled (10%) or purchased snacks (7%) (Miller & Associates, 2011).

The restaurant  industry operations report  developed by NRA indicated  that  full-service  restaurants  sales  of  solid  food

accounted for 79% of total sales, with drinks accounting for 21%.  The figures for limited-service restaurants were 86% and

4%, plus 10% for other products.  The most important cost for both full and limited-service restaurants was raw materials

used in the preparation of dishes US$ 61.1 billion and US$ 48.8 billion respectively (See Table 10).

In 2003, 53% of customers visited one of the big restaurant chains, 14% visited a small chain and 33% visited

independent or local restaurants.  Six years later, in 2009, 59% of customers visited the big chains, 11% small chains and

30% independent or local restaurants.  

In  the US there  were 196 full-service restaurant  chains and 99 limited-service chains.   Full-service  restaurant

chains included Applebee's, Neighborhood Grill & Bar, Chili's Grill & Bar, TGI Friday's, Olive Garden, On the Border

Mexican  Grill  & Cantina,  Red  Lobster,  Outback  Steakhouse  and  Denny's.  Limited-service  restaurant  chains  included

McDonald's, Burger King, Taco Bell, KFC, Wendy's, Subway, Popeye’s Chicken & Biscuits, Church's Chicken and Pollo

Campero. In addition, fast-casual chains included Panera Bread, Chipotle Mexican Grill, Qdoba Mexican Grill and Chick-

fil-A (Franchise Times, 2008).

Chipotle Mexican Grill specialized in offering a broad range of ingredients that customers could choose for their

burritos, tacos and salads. An important ingredient was chicken, described as follows:

"It comes from naturally-raised chicken and is marinated overnight with our spicy smoked chipotle, then

grilled. Grill marks give it a subtle, caramelized flavor."(Chipotle Mexican Grill, 2012a)

Chipotle also sold beef pork, vegetables, rice, beans, guacamole, sour cream and spicy sauces. Guacamole was

made at the kitchen.  Also, onion was cut and food was prepared manually and fresh. Steve Ells, Chipotle founder and CEO,

said that the atmosphere at these restaurants was simple but a unique experience:

"Perceiving  sounds  and  smells  and  seeing  when  something  is  cooked  can  really  help  whet  your  appetite.

Unfortunately in many restaurants the "cooking" part is more like a science experiment. For this reason, each

Chipotle is designed with an open kitchen facing the entire restaurant (Chipotle Mexican Grill, 2012b)
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Ten chains with chicken as their main course ranked among the top 50 limited-service restaurant chains in the United

States (See Table 11).  Kentucky Fried Chicken was the chain with highest income US$ 4.9 billion, 5200 stores in the U.S.

and 15,580 worldwide. This company specialized in fried chicken and claimed that,

"The mission was to serve the world the best-tasting chicken. To do so they used the best ingredients, fresh whole

chickens. These were breaded by hand, with the original recipe, and were cooked by a KFC-certified cook. The reason

for this is that fresh chicken tastes better."

Some four million people per year visited a KFC restaurant in the United States. Every year they ate 800 million

muffins,  45  million  kilograms  of  coleslaw and  90  million  kilograms  of  mashed potatoes.  Annual  chicken  sales  were

estimated as 1,8 billion. The main product was the original recipe. Chicken was marinated with 11 different species and

cooked under pressure. It was also sold as extra crispy, or in strips. In addition, chicken was offered combined with hot

sauce or BBQ sauce, and roasted. Individual dishes could cost US$ 1 if the products were on promotion, but usually they

were around US$ 6 with side dishes and beverage (soda or iced tea.) They offered children's menu and family combos

(around US$ 18 for  five people)  and focused on serving customers  quickly and only at  the counter,  where  customers

ordered,  paid,  and picked food.  Customers  could not  see the kitchen  from the counter,  as  it  was after  hidden behind

dispensers for ready, packed food to serve customers quickly (Kentucky Fried Chicken, 2012).

Chick-fil-A, based in Atlanta, Georgia specializes in marketing sandwiches made with breaded boneless chicken

breast. Sandwiches feature different cheese type, salsa and lettuce or tomato. The menu also included nuggets, wraps, and a

wide range of salads in large plates or bowls, chicken soup with tortilla, and chicken breast soup with vegetables, French

fried potatoes  and coleslaw.  Tables are decorated with natural  flowers.  Restaurants  offer  a welcoming family-oriented

environment.  Chick-fil-A has some 500 stores in 39 states and Washington, DC and is a strong supporter of the local

communities.

The fried-chicken Popeye’s chain featured a design both at the menu and at restaurant reflecting the excitement of

New Orleans, where it began in 1972. It offers marinated chicken in the traditional Louisiana style, characterized by a spicy

condiment, as well as dishes like mashed potatoes, muffins, coleslaw, red beans and rice, green beans and apple sauce.

Service and promotions are very similar to KFC’s as were different forms of chicken and sauce. Unique products in their

menu include a flour tortilla burrito, made with red beans, rice and chicken. (Popeye’s, 2012)
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Originally from San Antonio Texas, Church Chicken is another chain specializing in selling fried chicken. Their

products and service closely resemble KFC. They described= their product as high-quality, freshly prepared chicken that

was different from their competitors’ product as a result of care taken in preparing food. In addition to original fried chicken

it offered spicy chicken, boneless chicken wings with spicy sauce, BBQ or sweet and sour chicken, chicken burgers, chips,

handmade muffins, corn, fried jalapenos and coleslaw. It  was present in 22 countries, with 1,625 restaurants (Church’s

Chicken, 2012).

The "Pollo Loco" chain, founded in Mexico in 1975, had more than 400 restaurants in California, Arizona, Nevada,

Texas, Illinois, Connecticut, Oregon and Utah.  However, most of their restaurants are located in LA where they have their

real market share; they have not been able to expand successfully outside LA. By 2010 most of the restaurants in others

states were either closed or just have a handful of restaurants. 

 It stressed as its priority to provide healthy food options to customers. It constantly brought fresh dishes to its menu

inspired by Mexican cuisine, such as. grilled chicken, fresh vegetables, pinto beans, chicken fajitas bowls, tortilla soup with

chicken and crispy,  fresh salads as a side to chicken or main courses it  offered its own hot sauce, red chili hot sauce,

jalapeno sauce,  pico de gallo, guacamole, sour cream and flour tortillas, plus a wide variety of soft drinks, iced tea and

horchata. (El Pollo Loco, 2012)

Despite not being among the top ten restaurants, Pollo Tropical advertised as the site to relax and enjoy a great meal

prepared with fresh products and served quickly. Originally from Miami, with its first store opening in 1998, by 2009 the

company had about 70 stores in Florida, and also in cities like Brooklyn, Woodbridge, North Bergen, Little Ferry and

Clifton in New Jersey (Enotes, 2012). It described its product as chicken always fresh, never frozen, free of hormones and

trans fat and marinated citrus and then cooked on the grill.  It estimated to cook about 11 million kilograms of chicken per

year. Its menu also included pork, quesadillas, sandwiches, white rice, yellow rice, beans, fried cassava, and cassava and

plantains with cheese. Average income per transaction was US$ 9.38, with entrees priced between US$ 4 and US$ 9 (See

Figure 6) (Pollo Tropical, 2012).  Customers purchased and paid at the counter and brought the product to their table.

However CEO Larry J. Harris regarded Pollo Tropical as a fast-casual restaurant due to product taste and also because

customers were allowed to observe food preparation, giving a sense of transparency and security about food safety and

ensuring freshness.  Industry experts considered this chain closer to QSR than fast-casual.
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Customers in the US

World Bank statistics indicated that the U.S. population had grown at a rate of 0.9% annually over the last 5 years,

reaching 307 million people.  Four ethnic groups predominated. Whites, which accounted for 64% of the entire population,

included people from Europe, the Middle East and North Africa, from countries such as England, Germany, Morocco and

Italy.  The Hispanic  group  consisted  of  people  from Cuba,  Mexico,  Puerto  Rico  and  Central  and  South  America  and

accounted for 16% of the population. African Americans accounted for 13% and included colored people from countries

such as Kenya,  Nigeria  and Caribbean islands such as Haiti.  Asians accounted  for  5%, and consisted of  people  from

Southeast Asia, the Far East and India, and countries such as China, Japan, Cambodia, Philippines, Malaysia and Vietnam.

The remaining 2% was made up of Native Americans from Alaska and Hawaii, among other groups (Unite States Census

Bureau, 2011a).

Hispanics had the fastest growth rate among all ethnic groups, nearly 4% per year between 2000 and 2009, reaching

49.1 million people for the last year. Among Hispanics, Mexicans accounted 63.0% of this population, followed by Puerto

Ricans (9.2%), Cubans (3.5%), Salvadorans (3.3%), Dominicans (2.8%) and Guatemalans (2.1%).  Other Central American

people such as Hondurans accounted for 0.7% and Nicaraguan accounted for 0.3%, as did Costa Ricans.  Importantly, in

2000 Salvadorans accounted for 1.9% of this population and Guatemalans accounted for 1.1%. Both increased substantially

and reached greater representation among Hispanics, as mentioned above (Unite States Census Bureau, 2011b).

By 2010, it was predicted that 41% of Hispanics would be living in the West and would amount to 29% of the

region’s  total  population,  while  36% of  Hispanics  would  be  living in  the  south and  amounting to  16% of the  entire

population  in  the  region.  In  the  northeast  14% of  the  Hispanic  population  lived  and  accounted  for  13% of  the  total

population in the region, while the Midwest was inhabited by 9% of Hispanics, accounting for 7% of the population in that

region (See Figure 7 and Table 12).  Of the Hispanic population, 75% was concentrated in California, Texas, Florida, New

York, Illinois, Arizona, New Jersey and Colorado.  The state with most Mexicans was California (11.4 million), followed

by Texas (7.9 million), Arizona (1.6 million), Illinois (1.6 million) and Colorado (0.7 million).  The Salvadoran population

was  concentrated  in  California  (570.000),  Texas  (220,000),  New  York  (155,000),  Virginia  (124,000)  and  Maryland

(124,000.).  The Guatemalans were found in larger quantities in California (330,000), Florida (84,000), Texas (74,000),

New York (66,000) and New Jersey (49,000) (Unite States Census Bureau, 2011b).
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There were about 117.5 million U.S. households, of which 74% were family households and 16% non-families.  In

2009, the average household income in real terms was US$ 50,500.  Whites accounted for 71% of all households, with

average income of US$ 55,300. Hispanics accounted for 11.3% of households, with an average income of US$ 38,700.

African  Americans  made up 12.6% of households and had incomes of  US$ 33,150. Finally,  Asians made up 4.0% of

households with average incomes of US$ 66,500. (Denavas, Proctor & Smith, 2011)

Household distribution by age of household head resulted in 5% led by someone under 25 years. Average household

income was about US$ 31,200. Sixteen per cent of households were headed by someone between 25 and 34 and their

average income was US$ 51,000. Between 18% and 21% of households were headed by people between 35 and 44 and 45

and 54 years old. The average income for these groups was US$ 62,100 and US$ 65,300, respectively. Seventeen per cent

of households were headed by people between 55 and 64 years with income around US$ 58,000. Households headed by

people aged 65 or older were 22% with total income close to US$ 32,000. (Denavas, Proctor & Smith, 2011)

Restaurant type choices varied by ethnic group and household income and its characteristics (See Table 13).  Middle-

aged consumers spent more at  restaurants  as they had higher  incomes and households with more people.   In  general,

householders aged 35 - 54 spend between 17% and 21% more than the average consumer.  Older consumers were more

likely to choose full-service restaurants.  Fifty-seven per cent of the budget at households with an age range between 25

years and less was devoted to QSRs. However, the preference for QSRs decreased as age increased. Households with one

parent and children tended to visit QSRs and devoted 61% of their budget to eating out.  On the other hand, households

made up of couples without children spent only 33% of their budget at QSRs. The largest expense on eating away from

home was that of households made up of couples with children of school age or older still living at home. On average they

spent between 50-54% more than other households. Couples whose children no longer lived at home devoted more of their

budget to full-service restaurants than to QSRs.

Current Market Data

CUSA executives realized that demographic characteristics were not enough to figure out which segment they

should target.  They hired marketing experts, who analyzed psychographics characteristics (See Figure 8).

Based  on  different  groups  created  through  psychographics  and  research  driven  analysis,  they  identified  six

segments within the United States where Pollo Campero could focus. These segments are characterized as follows (See

Figure 8).  First, open-minded food-lovers, which included 17% of the population, mostly whites or Hispanics aged between
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18 and 35. These represented 29% of the total QSR/Fast Casual total spending and were willing to seek new experiences

and tastes. Their household income ranged between US$ 50,000 and US$ 150,000.  They used to spend close to US$ 40 in a

fast food restaurant, and up to US$ 50 in fast casual restaurants.  They visited these sites 3 - 4 times a week.

Couples  without  children,  accounted  30% of  the population and  represented  15% of  QSR/FC total  spending,

generally sought highly-convenient places. Household income ranged between US$ 50, 000 and US$ 100,000, and they

spent about US$ 11 and US$ 20 in quick-service and fast casual restaurants, respectively. The visited these places 3 to 4

times per week.

Then there  were  families  with children,  which represented  17% of the population and 13% of total  QSR/FC

spending. They did not seek new flavors, so traditional fast food was their main choice. Their household income varied

greatly and they mostly received US$ 75,000 or less. They spent around US$ 20 at fast-food restaurants and US$ 28 at fast

casuals and they visited these places at least three times per week.

Some customers, approximately 15% of the population, saw quick service as the most important factor. They were

usually single and had no children. They visited restaurants by themselves at least three times a week, so the QSR met all

their needs this group represented 4% of total spending of QSR/FC. Household income was mainly US$ 30,000 or less and

between US$ 50,000 and US$ 100,000. They usually spent about US$6 at quick-service restaurants and they rarely visited

the fast casual restaurants, where they spent US$ 8.

About 12% of the population looked for healthy food and concerned about the restaurant doing something good for

the world. Committed to corporate social responsibility and sustainability, they analyzed options in detail before making a

decision. This segment was made up primarily of couples without children, with annual household income ranging between

US$ 50,000 and US$ 10,000 and represented 6% of total spending in QSR/FC. They visited QSRs and fast casuals three

days per week and spent US$13 and US$ 20, respectively.

The last segment identified was made up of the new urban family concept, estimated as 7% of the population and

represented 33% of total QSR/FC spending. It segment is integrated by parents aged between 26 and 55, mostly with two

children and belonging to the white or Hispanic ethnic groups. With household incomes over US$ 100,000 they visited the

restaurant about seven times per week and spent between $ 63 at quick-service restaurants and $ 67 in the fast casual ones.
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The Problem at Hand

The top management of CUSA was evaluating the strategy to grow the business and their market share. As

President,  Denegri  needed to define a strategy and a concrete  plan to  provide clarity  to  both their  investors  in

Guatemala and US franchisees.  

Franchisees had high expectations regarding the new strategy and they were hoping that it will allow them

to maximize the benefits of Pollo Campero USA product and service quality so proudly highlighted by the firm when

selling and awarding franchises.  In addition, they were expecting recommendations to make timely decisions when

selecting sites to open new restaurants.
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Figure 1

Pollo Campero in the USA

Pollo Campero USA Corp. (CUSA) Organization Chart

Source: Pollo Campero USA Corp.
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Table 1

Pollo Campero in the USA

Pollo Campero USA Corp. (CUSA) 2008 and 2008 Balance Sheet

2009 2008

Assets

Current Assets

Cash and cash equivalents 414,597.00 1,217,233.00
Accounts  receivable,  net  of  allowance  for  doubtful
accounts of approximately US$ 67,000 and US$38000 as
of June 30,2009 and 2008, respectively 219,967.00 330,819.00

Due from related parties and others 494,482.00 307,130.00

Prepaid expenses and other current assets 64,441.00 127,275.00

Total Current Assets 1,193,487.00 1,982,457.00

Restricted Cash 267,317.00 255,000.00

Note Receivable, franchisee 1,080,000.00 --

Property and Equipment, Net 533,738.00 347,656.00

Due From Related Parties, less current portion 608,722.00 1,182,205.00

Deposits and Other Assets 60,905.00 24,071.00

Total Assets 3,744,169.00 3,791,389.00

Liabilities and Stockholder’s Deficit 

Current Liabilities

Accounts payable 202,299.00 727,518.00

Accrued expenses 458,301.00 745,105.00

Deferred revenue, 768,750.00 1,220,000.00

Due to related parties - current portion 77,928.00 --

Total Current Liabilities 1,507,278.00 2,692,623.00

Due to Related Parties, less current portion 2,309,498.00 1,080,243.00

Deferred Revenue 839,687.00 1,240,000.00

Total Liabilities 4,656,463.00 5,012,866.00

Commitments and Contingencies  

Stockholder’s Deficit (913,294.00) (1,221,477.00)

Total Liabilities and Stockholder’s Deficit 3,743,169.00 3,791,389.00

Source: Campero USA Corp. “Franchise Disclosure Document” (Dallas: Campero USA Corp, 2011), p 365.
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Table 2

Pollo Campero in the USA

Statement of Operations

2009 2008

Revenues

Royalties 2,856,503.00 2,497,954.00

Store development fees 1,409,063.00 243,750.00

Franchise fees 80,000.00 70,000.00

Others 98,923.00 70,095.00

Total Revenues 4,444,489.00 2,881,799.00

Expenses 

General and administrative expenses 1,204,765.00 1,391,182.00

Advertising and marketing 136,139.00 499,624.00

Professional fees 784,611.00 1,553,020.00

Project development 36,959.00 321,799.00

Salaries and payroll taxes 3,412,549.00 3,505,202.00

Travel 561,183.00 723,917.00

Total Operating Expenses 6,136,206.00 7,994,744.00

Loss Before Provision For Income Taxes ----- -----

Net Loss (1,691,717.00) (5,112,945.00)

Source:  Campero USA Corp. “Franchise Disclosure Document” (Dallas: Campero USA Corp, 2011), p 365.
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Table 3

Pollo Campero in the USA

Campero Chicken Restaurants in the United States

State Year Outlets  at
Beginning
of Year

Outlets
Opened

Terminations Non-
Renewals

Reacquired  by
Franchisor

Ceased
Operations
-Other Reasons

Outlets
at  Year
End 

Arizona
2008 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

2009 0 1 0 0 0 0 1

California
2008 15 3 0 0 0 1 17

2009 17 1 0 0 0 4 14

Florida
2008 0 1 0 0 0 0 1

2009 1 2 0 0 0 0 3

Georgia
2008 0 1 0 0 0 0 1

2009 1 2 0 0 0 0 3

Illinois
2008 1 1 0 0 0 0 2

2009 2 0 0 0 0 0 2

Maryland
2008 3 0 0 0 0 0 3

2009 3 1 0 0 0 0 4

Massachusett
s

2008 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

2009 0 2 0 0 0 0 2

North
Carolina

2008 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

2009 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

New Jersey
2008 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

2009 0 1 0 0 0 0 1

New York
2008 2 2 0 0 0 0 4

2009 4 4 0 0 0 2 6

Rhode Island
2008 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

2009 0 1 0 0 0 0 1

South
Carolina

2008 1 0 0 0 0 0 1

2009 1 0 0 0 0 0 1

Texas
2008 5 0 0 0 0 1 4

2009 4 3 0 0 0 0 7

Virginia
2008 2 0 0 0 0 0 2

2009 2 1 0 0 0 0 3

Washington
DC

2008 1 0 0 0 0 0 1

2009 1 0 0 0 0 0 1

Total USA
2008 30 8 0 0 0 2 36

2009 36 19 0 0 0 6 48
Source: Campero USA Corp. “Franchise Disclosure Document” (Dallas: Campero USA Corp, 2011), p 365.

Figure 2
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Pollo Campero Restaurant

Source: Pollo Campero USA Corp.
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Figure 3

Pollo Campero Menu –

Pollo Campero in the USA

Source: Pollo Campero USA Corp.
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Figure 4

Framework of analysis: engagement

Pollo Campero in the USA

Source: InterBrand Design Forum. “Segmentation and Brand Strategy “Pollo Campero June 18, 2010
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Figure 5

Pollo Campero in the USA

Logo of Pollo Campero and potential competitors

Source: InterBrad Design Forum. “Segmentation and Brand Strategy “Pollo Campero June 18, 2010
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Table 4

Pollo Campero in the USA

Pollo Campero global expansion

Franchises Country Stores

A
ff

il
ia

te
s

Pollo Campero, S.A (“PC”), Guatemala 139

Pollo Campero de El Salvador, S.A. de C.V. (“PCES”) El Salvador 89

Pollo Campero, S.A (“PC”), Honduras 15

Varesse, S.A. de C.V. (“VAR”) Mexico 3

 Inversiones 12,995, S.A. Costa Rica 19

Campero International, Corp. (“CIC”) Nicaragua 5

Campero USA Corp. (CUSA) United States 50

Pollo Campero Iberia, (“PC Iberia”) Spain 8

Pollo Campero Iberia, (“PC Iberia”) Andorra 1

Pollo Campero Iberia, (“PC Iberia”) Indonesia 3

Pollo Campero Iberia, (“PC Iberia”) Bahrain 2

Pollo Campero Iberia, (“PC Iberia”) Ecuador 5

Pollo Campero Iberia, (“PC Iberia”) India 2

Pollo Campero Iberia, (“PC Iberia”)
United
Kingdom 1

Pollo Campero of Canada, Inc. Canada 0

Source: Campero USA Corp. “Franchise Disclosure Document” (Dallas: Campero USA Corp, 2011), p 365.
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Table 5

Pollo Campero in the USA

Free-Standing Stores Estimate Initial Investment

Type of expenditure Amount Method of payment Due Pay to

Initial franchise fee $40,000
Lump  sum  or  per  payment
schedule  for  qualified  incentive
programs

Generally  paid  at  time  of
execution  of  the  Store
Development  Agreement
(“SDA”)

Campero USA Corp.

Real  property:  building/build  out
costs

$373,147  to
$623,500

Lump sum or financed As incurred, before opening
Us  or  third  parties  (franchisee
landlord and / or contractor)

Real  property:  site  development
costs,

$50,000 to $197,500 Lump sum or financed As incurred, before opening
Us  or  third  parties  (franchisee
landlord and / or contractor)

free-standing     

Additional development costs $37000 to $173,000 Lump sum or financed As incurred, before opening
Us  or  third  parties  (franchisee
landlord and / or contractor)

Restaurant equipment, fixtures
$167,000  to
$275,000

Lump sum or financed As incurred, before opening Approved suppliers

Signs $17,000 to $60,000 Lump sum or financed As incurred, before opening Approved suppliers

POS $22,000 to $45,000 Lump sum or financed As incurred, before opening Approved suppliers

Play area equipment $19,140 to $35,000 Lump sum or financed As incurred, before opening Approved suppliers

Opening inventory $15,000 to $30,000 Lump sum  Before opening Approved suppliers

Miscellaneous opening costs $6,750 to $27,000 Lump sum As incurred Suppliers, utilities, employees, etc.

Uniforms $1,500 to $2,500 Lump sum  Before opening Approved suppliers

Insurance $20,000 to $50,000 Lump sum  Before opening Insurance company/agent

Travel  and  living  expenses  while
training

$2,000 to $15,000 Lump sum As incurred, during training
Airlines,  rental  car  agencies,
restaurants, hotels, etc.

Marketing start-up expenditure $20,000 Lump sum As per contract, before opening Third parties, approved suppliers

Additional  funds  for  the  first  six
months of operation

$36,000 to $ 50,000 Lump sum Monthly and as incurred Third parties and employees

TOTALS
$826,537  to
$1,652,500

Does not include real estate costs   

Source: Campero USA Corp. “Franchise Disclosure Document” (Dallas: Campero USA Corp, 2011), p 365.
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Cont. Table 5

Pollo Campero in the USA

In-Line Stores Estimate Initial Investment

Type of expenditure Amount Method of payment Due Pay to

Initial fee franchise fee $40,000

Lump  sum  or  per  payment
schedule  for  qualified
incentive programs

Generally  paid  at  time  of
execution  of  the  Store
Development  Agreement
(“SDA”) Campero USA Corp.

Real  property:  building/build  out
costs $210,000 to $697,000 Lump sum or financed As incurred, before opening

Us  or  third  parties  (your
landlord and / or contractor)

Real  property:  site  development
costs, free-standing $0 to $27,500 Lump sum or financed As incurred, before opening

Us  or  third  parties  (your
landlord and / or contractor)

Additional development costs $6,000 to $80,000 Lump sum or financed As incurred, before opening
Us  or  third  parties  (your
landlord and / or contractor)

Restaurant equipment, fixtures $167,000 to $275,000 Lump sum or financed As incurred, before opening Approved suppliers

Signs $6,000 to $50,000 Lump sum or financed As incurred, before opening Approved suppliers

POS $20,000 to $45,000 Lump sum or financed As incurred, before opening Approved suppliers

Play area equipment $15,000 to $30,000 Lump sum or financed As incurred, before opening Approved suppliers

Opening inventory $15,000 to $30,000 Lump sum or financed As incurred, before opening Approved suppliers

Miscellaneous opening costs $6,750 to $27,000 Lump sum Lump sum as incurred
Suppliers,  utilities,  employees,
etc.

Uniforms $1,200 to $2,000 Lump sum Before opening Approved suppliers

Insurance $18,000 to $45,000 Lump sum Before opening Insurance company / agent
Travel  and  living  expenses  while
training $2,000 to $15,000 Lump sum As incurred, during training

Airlines,  rental  car  agencies,
restaurants, hotels, etc.

Marketing start-up expenditure $20,000 Lump sum As per contract, before opening
Third  parties,  approved
suppliers

Additional  funds  for  the  first  six
months of operation $35,000 to $50,000 Lump sum Monthly and as incurred Third parties and employees
Totals $651,950 to  $1,433,500 (Does not include real estate costs)

Source: Campero USA Corp. “Franchise Disclosure Document” (Dallas: Campero USA Corp, 2011), p 365.
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Cont. Table 5

Pollo Campero in the USA

Express Unit

Type of expenditure Amount Method of payment Due Pay to

Initial fee franchise fee $40,000
Lump  sum  or  per  payment
schedule for qualified incentive
programs

Generally  paid  at  time  of
execution  of  the  Store
Development  Agreement
(“SDA”)

Campero USA Corp.

Real  property:  building/build
out costs

$48,000 to $205,000 Lump sum or financed As incurred, before opening
Us or  third  parties  (franchisee
landlord and / or contractor)

Real  property:  site
development  costs,
free-standing

N/A Lump sum or financed As incurred, before opening
Us or  third  parties  (franchisee
landlord and / or contractor)

Additional development costs $10,000 to $40,000 Lump sum or financed As incurred, before opening
Us or  third  parties  (franchisee
landlord and/or contractor)

Restaurant  equipment,
fixtures

$130,000 to $180,000 Lump sum or financed As incurred, before opening Approved suppliers

Signs $6,000 to $40,000 Lump sum or financed As incurred, before opening Approved suppliers

POS $16,071 to $32,000 Lump sum or financed As incurred, before opening Approved suppliers

Play area equipment N/A Lump sum or financed As incurred, before opening Approved suppliers

Opening inventory $5,000 to $15,000 Lump sum  Before opening Approved suppliers

Miscellaneous opening costs $6,750 to $27,000 Lump sum As incurred
Suppliers,  utilities,  employees,
etc.

Uniforms $600 to $1,500 Lump sum  Before opening Approved suppliers

Insurance $8,000 to $14,000 Lump sum  Before opening Insurance company / agent
Travel  and   living  expenses
while training

$2,000 to $15,000 Lump sum As incurred, during training
Airlines,   rental  car  agencies,
restaurants, hotels, etc.

Marketing  start-up
expenditure

$10,000  to$20,000 Lump sum As per contract, before opening
Third  parties,  approved
suppliers

Additional funds for the first
six months of operation

$30,000 to $50,000 Lump sum Monthly and as incurred Third parties and employees

TOTALS $31242 1 to $679,500 Does not include real estate costs
Source: Campero USA Corp. “Franchise Disclosure Document” (Dallas: Campero USA Corp, 2011), p 365.
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Table 6

Pollo Campero in the USA

Average Gross Sales per Restaurant

Region Eastern* Western**

Type  of
Unit Average Gross Sales Average Gross Sales
Free-
Standing 1,743,155 978,731.00

In-Line 1,154,894 1,374,825.00

Express N/A 553,547.00

*States: AK, AL, CT, DC, DE, FL,
GA, HI, IL, IN, KY, MA,MD, ME,
MI,  MS,  NC,  NH,  NJ,  NY,  OH,
PA,RI, SC, TN, VA, VT, WV, WI

 
**States: AR, AZ, CA, CO, IA, ID, KS, LA,MD, ME,
MI, MS, NC, NH, NJ, NY, OH, PA MN, MO, MT,
ND, NE, NM, NV,RI, SC, TN, VA, VT, WV, WI OK,
OR, PR, SD, TX, UT, WA, WY

Source: Campero USA Corp. “Franchise Disclosure Document” (Dallas: Campero USA Corp, 2011), p 365.
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Table 7

Pollo Campero in the USA

Operation Costs per Region and Restaurant Type

Region Eastern Western

Type of Unit

At / Below Avg.  Food  and  Paper  Cost
(%)

At / Below Avg.  Food  and  Paper  Cost
(%)Number Percentage  Number Percentage

Free Standing 4
40 32.0%

3
47.1 33.1In-Line 2 5

Express 0  0

       

Region Eastern Western

Type of Unit

At / Below 

Avg. Labor Cost (%)

At / Below

Avg. Labor Cost (%)Number Percentage  Number Percentage

Free Standing 4
33.3 22.8%

2
41.2 27.6In-Line 1 5

Express 0  0

Source: Campero USA Corp. “Franchise Disclosure Document” (Dallas: Campero USA Corp, 2011), p 365.
*During the reporting period, there were 10 free-standing units and 5 in-line units in the Eastern Region and 9 free-standing units; 7 in-line units; and 1 express
unit in the Western Region. Food/Paper (referred to below for convenience as "food") means food, beverages and items served or associated with the food or
beverage, such as cups, napkins, straws, bags, plastic utensils and wrapping paper. Labor means salaries, payroll, and similar related expenses. % At/Below
Average means the percentage of stores included in the data whose applicable costs are at or below the stated average. The above food and labor costs are stated
as a percentage of gross sales (excluding sales tax and discounts.)
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Table 8

Pollo Campero in the USA

Restaurant Industry Sales Growth

Year US$ Current Growth Real Growth

2000 5.50% 3.00%

2001 4.60% 0.80%

2002 5.30% 1.20%

2003 4.50% 2.10%

2004 6.20% 3.00%

2005 5.30% 2.20%

2006 4.70% 1.60%

2007 4.80% 1.00%

2008 3.20% -1.20%

2009 -0.70% -2.90%

2010* 2.50% -0.10%

Source:  Richard K.  Miller  and Associates.  “The 2011 Restaurant,  Food and Beverage  Market  Research
Handbook” (Richard K. Miller and Associates, 2011) p 416.
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Table 9

Pollo Campero in the USA

Food Service Industry Structure and Income Distribution

Category
US$
Billions %

Growth
2009-2010

Restaurant and Food Services Industry 580.00 100 2.5

Comercial 530.31 91.4 ---------

Eating and Drinking Places

• Full-service restaurants: 184.17 31.8 1.2

• Limited-service (fast-food) restaurants: 164.83 28.4 3

• Snack and non-alcoholic beverage bars: 24.73 4.3 2.4

• Bars and taverns: 18.84 3.2 2

• Social caterers: 7.09 1.2 4.5

• Cafeterias, grill-buffets, and buffets: 7.67 1.3 2.2

Total: 407.35 70.2 2.1

Foodservice contractor-managed services

• Colleges and universities: 13.64 2.4 5.7

• Manufacturing and industrial plants: 6.65 1.1 -0.5

• Primary and secondary schools: 5.86 1.0 5.4

• Recreation and sports centers: 5.02 0.9 4

• Hospitals and nursing homes: 5.05 0.9 6.7

• Commercial and office buildings: 2.56 0.4 1.8

• In-transit foodservice (airlines): 2.06 0.4 0.7

 Total: 40.84 7.0 4

Retail and Lodging

• Retail-host restaurants: 30.93 5.3 4.9

• Hotel restaurants: 26.53 4.6 4.6
• Recreation and sports (includes movies, bowling lanes, recreation, and
sport centers): 12.52 2.2 2.5
•  Vending  and  non-store  retailers  (includes  sales  of  hot  food,
sandwiches, pastries, coffee, and other hot beverages): 11.1 1.9 1.2

• Mobile caterers: 0.635 0.1 -1.7

• Other accommodation restaurants: 0.407 0.1 3.2

 Total: 82.12 14.2 2.5

Source:  Richard K.  Miller  and Associates.  “The 2011 Restaurant,  Food and Beverage  Market  Research
Handbook” (Richard K. Miller and Associates, 2011) p 416.
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Cont. Table 9

Pollo Campero in the USA

Food Service Industry Structure and Income Distribution

Category
US$
Billions %

Growth
2009-2010

Restaurant and Food Services Industry 580.00 100 2.5

Non commercial 49.68 8.6 ----------

Non Commercial Restaurant Services 

(Businesses, educational, government, or institutional organizations which operate their own restaurant services)
•  Hospitals  (includes  voluntary,  proprietary  hospitals,  long-term general,
TB, nervous and mental hospitals, state and local short-term hospitals, and
federal hospitals): 15.22 2.6 4.7

• Clubs, sporting, and recreational camps: 8.55 1.5 0.9
• Nursing homes (includes homes for  the aged,  blind, orphaned, and the
mentally and physically disabled) 7.14 1.2 2.6

• Public and parochial elementary, secondary schools: 6.14 1.1 2.2

• Colleges and universities: 6.08 1.0 -1.4

• Community centers: 2.14 0.4 4.8

• Transportation: 1.83 0.3 4.3

• Employee restaurant services: 0.426 0.1 2.1

 Total: 47.52 8.2 2.5

Military Restaurant Services

• Officer and NCO clubs (open mess): 1.48 0.3 3.7

• Military exchanges: 0.679 0.1 3.1

Total: 2.16 0.4 3.5

Source:  Richard K.  Miller  and Associates.  “The 2011 Restaurant,  Food and Beverage  Market  Research
Handbook” (Richard K. Miller and Associates, 2011) p 416.
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Table 10

Pollo Campero in the USA

2009 Cost Structure for Full-Service and Limited-Service Restaurants

 Categories Restaurants

Full Service  Limited-service

Cost of food and beverages sold: 32 33

Salaries and wages: 30 30

Restaurant occupancy costs:   7   6

General and administrative expenses:   3   8

Pretax income   4   3
Other  (including  direct  operating  expenses,  marketing,  utilities,
maintenance, depreciation, administrative, interest, and corporate
overhead)

20 20

Source:  Richard K.  Miller  and Associates.  “The 2011 Restaurant,  Food and Beverage  Market  Research
Handbook” (Richard K. Miller and Associates, 2011) p 416.

Table 11

Pollo Campero in the USA

Major Limited-Service Restaurant Chains Specializing in Chicken

Chains

Total Sales

US$ M

Annual Sales per
Unit

US$ 000s

Units 

Under License or
Franchise

Company-
Owned Total

KFC 4900.0 960.00 4307 855 5162

Chick-fil-A 3217.0 2,095.00 205 1275 1480

Popeye’s 1597.0 1,057.50 1539 37 1576

Church’s Chicken 835.0 680.00 975 287 1262

Zaxby’s 718.0 1,581.00 406 86 492

Bojangles’ 659.5 1,556.40 296 163 459

El Pollo Loco 582.0 1,600.00 243 172 415

Boston Market 545.0 1,020.00 0 520 520

Wingstop 306.6 744.00 425 23 448

Wing Zone 56.0 580.00 96 4 100
Source: QSRmagazine, http://www.qsrmagazine.com/reports/chicken
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Figure 6

Pollo Campero in the US

Pollo Tropical Menu

Source: Pollo Tropical Menu http://www.insidefortlauderdale.com/?main_page=menu&vid=3895
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Figure 7

Pollo Campero in the US

Distribution of Hispanic Population in the U.S.

Source:  Unite  States  Census  Bureau  “The  Hispanic  Population  2010”
http://www.census.gov/prod/cen2010/briefs/c2010br-04.pd  f  
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Table 12

Pollo Campero in the US

2010 Estimations for Hispanics Living in the U.S. per State and Region

Area

2010*

Area

2010*

Area

2010*

Total
population

Hispanic population
Total
population

Hispanic population
Total
population

Hispanic population

Number
% of total
population Number

% of total
population Number

% of total
population

Region States States

United States 308,745,538 50,477,594 16.3 Kentucky. 4,339,367 132,836 3.1
South
Carolina. 4,625,364 235,682 5.1

Northeast. 55,317,240 6,991,969 12.6 Louisiana. 4,533,372 192,560 4.2
South
Dakota. 814,180 22,119 2.7

Midwest. 66,927,001 4,661,678 7 Maine. 1,328,361 16,935 1.3 Tennessee. 6,346,105 290,059 4.6
South. 114,555,744 18,227,508 15.9 Maryland. 5,773,552 470,632 8.2 Texas. 25,145,561 9,460,921 37.6
West 71,945,553 20,596,439 28.6 Massachusetts. 6,547,629 627,654 9.6 Utah. 2,763,885 358,340 13
State Michigan 9,883,640 436,358 4.4 Vermont. 625,741 9,208 1.5
Alabama 4,779,736 185,602 3.9 Minnesota. 5,303,925 250,258 4.7 Virginia. 8,001,024 631,825 7.9
Alaska. 710,231 39,249 5.5 Mississippi. 2,967,297 81,481 2.7 Washington. 6,724,540 755,790 11.2

Arizona 6,392,017 1,895,149 29.6 Missouri. 5,988,927 212,470 3.5
West
Virginia. 1,852,994 22,268 1.2

Arkansas. 2,915,918 186,050 6.4 Montana. 989,415 28,565 2.9 Wisconsin 5,686,986 336,056 5.9
California. 37,253,956 14,013,719 37.6 Nebraska. 1,826,341 167,405 9.2 Wyoming. 563,626 50,231 8.9
Colorado. 5,029,196 1,038,687 20.7 Nevada 2,700,551 716,501 26.5 Cities

Connecticut. 3,574,097 479,087 13.4
New
Hampshire 1,316,470 36,704 2.8

New  York,
NY. 8,175,133 2,336,076 28.6

Delaware. 897,934 73,221 8.2 New Jersey. 8,791,894 1,555,144 17.7

Los
Angeles,
CA. 3,792,621 1,838,822 48.5

District  of
Columbia 601,723 54,749 9.1 New Mexico. 2,059,179 953,403 46.3

Houston,
TX. 2,099,451 919,668 43.8

Florida. 18,801,310 4,223,806 22.5 New York. 19,378,102 3,416,922 17.6

San
Antonio,
TX. 1,327,407 838,952 63.2

Georgia. 9,687,653 853,689 8.8
North
Carolina. 9,535,483 800,120 8.4 Chicago, IL 2,695,598 778,862 28.9
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Hawaii. 1,360,301 120,842 8.9 North Dakota. 672,591 13,467 2
Phoenix,
AZ. 1,445,632 589,877 40.8

Idaho. 1,567,582 175,901 11.2 Ohio. 11,536,504 354,674 3.1
El  Paso,
TX. 649,121 523,721 80.7

Illinois. 12,830,632 2,027,578 15.8 Oklahoma 3,751,351 332,007 8.9 Dallas, TX 1,197,816 507,309 42.4

Indiana. 6,483,802 389,707 6 Oregon. 3,831,074 450,062 11.7
San  Diego,
CA. 1,307,402 376,020 28.8

Iowa. 3,046,355 151,544 5 Pennsylvania. 12,702,379 719,660 5.7
San  Jose,
CA. 945,942 313,636 33.2

Source: Unite States Census Bureau “The Hispanic Population 2010” http://www.census.gov/prod/cen2010/briefs/c2010br-04.pdf
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Table 13

Pollo Campero in the USA

Demographic assessment of consumer spending for breakfast, lunch and dinner at limited-service restaurant.

Categories

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Index
Market
share

US$
Per
HH

Inde
x

Market
share

US$
Per
HH

Inde
x

Market
share

US$
Per
HH

A
ge

 o
f 

H
ou

se
h

ol
d

er Under 25 71 5% 77 99 7% 367 107 7% 363

25 - 34: 132 22% 143 129 22% 477 133 22% 449

35 - 44: 128 26% 138 131 26% 484 131 26% 443

45 - 54: 126 26% 136 114 24% 422 116 24% 392

55 - 64: 77 12% 84 81 13% 301 77 12% 258

65 - 74: 62 6% 67 60 6% 222 55 5% 185

75 and older: 28 3% 30 28 3% 103 23 2% 76

H
ou

se
h

ol
d

 I
n

co
m

e

Under $20,000 44 10% 48 46 10% 169 46 10% 155

$20,000 - $39,999: 81 19% 88 80 19% 297 77 18% 259

$40,000 - $49,999 92 9% 99 83 8% 308 109 10% 337

$50,000 - $69,999 127 19% 137 113 17% 417 114 17% 386

$70,000 - $79,999 113 7% 122 119 7% 442 118 7% 397

$80,000 - $99,999 148 13% 161 135 12% 500 153 12% 482

$100,000 and above 143 23% 155 165 26% 612 156 25% 526

T
yp

e 
of

 H
ou

se
h

ol
d Married couples  w/o

children
93 20% 100 93 20% 346 89 19% 302

Married  couples,
oldest child under 6

121 6% 131 152 7% 561 149 7% 504

Married  couples,
oldest child 6 - 17

137 18% 148 154 20% 569 167 21% 563

Married  couples,
oldest  child  18  or
older

153 11% 165 135 10% 501 144 10% 487

Single  parent  with
child under 18

91 6% 99 85 5% 314 117 7% 394

Single person 62 18% 67 58 17% 213 46 14% 155

R
ac

e 
an

d
E

th
n

ic
it

y

Asian: 110 4% 119 128 4% 475 119 4% 403

Black: 92 11% 110 90 11% 332 102 12% 343

Hispanic: 137 16% 149 122 14% 453 107 12% 362
Non-Hispanic  white
and other:

95 73% 103 98 75% 364 99 76% 333

R
eg

io
n

Northeast: 132 25% 143 95 18% 350 90 17% 304

Midwest: 72 16% 78 85 21% 316 98 22% 332

South: 97 35% 105 104 38% 385 98 35% 331

West: 106 24% 115 114 23% 421 114 25% 386
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Source:  Richard K.  Miller  and Associates.  “The 2011 Restaurant,  Food and Beverage  Market  Research
Handbook” (Richard K. Miller and Associates, 2011) p 416.
Note: The index is the spending ratio by segment in relation to the overall population. For example, an index of 100
indicates per household spending by a segment equal to that of the average household. An index of 150 indicates
spending by a segment 50% higher than the average household. The market share is the percentage of total spending
by each segment.

Figure 8

Pollo Campero in the USA

US Mainstream Costumers: Drivers and Behaviors

Source: InterBrad Design Forum. “Segmentation and Brand Strategy “Pollo Campero June 18, 2010
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POLLO CAMPERO IN THE USA: TEACHING NOTE

Statement of Relevance

It was a steamy 2010 hot summer afternoon in Dallas. In his air-conditioned office in the Lincoln Centre Tower II,

Roberto Denegri, President of Pollo Campero USA, grappled with the question of what Pollo Campero’s strategy to

growth should be. Pollo Campero had entered the US in 2002, with a single restaurant in Los Angeles (LA), which

targeted the high number of Salvadorians and Guatemalans living in LA.  Pollo Campero expanded rapidly: and by

2010 it had 48 restaurants in 12 states and Washington DC. To prepare for further expansion the company had

extensive market research using both internal and external resources. An important marketing research  report was

sitting on Denegri’s desk.  It explained the different segments of consumers in the US market were, as well as the

individual levers of purchase decisions in each segment.  It was now time to make some critical decisions.

Target Market Statement

The case  is  in-depth and complex  and is  suited  for  use  with advanced  MBA and EMBA students,  as  well  as

practitioners.  Depending on the instructor’s needs, different aspects of the case can be highlighted and it can be

used in a  course/module focusing on business strategy,  competitive strategy,  corporate strategy or international

marketing.

Teaching Objectives

1. To learn about the process of internationalization of a brand from an emerging economy,

2. To illustrate the main issues about growth management during the internationalization process,

3. To illustrate the challenges of understanding and targeting consumers in a foreign market

4. To discuss brand, positioning and segmentation in the restaurant industry.

5. To examine the role of ethnic groups of consumers in the US market

6. To illustrate brand building and internationalization for emerging market multinationals. 

7. To discuss strategies to expand into different consumer segments
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Teaching Strategy Statement

The instructor should raise the following issue: which segment or segments should Pollo Campero  target? With

what strategy?.

The discussion should be guided in order to determine what has been the positioning of the company and what

should be in the future, particularly in the U.S. market. From the case it is clear that the executives of Pollo Campero

want to expand their customer base to include not only Central Americans, but other Latinos and also  Americans

who do not perceive themselves as Hispanic or Latino. To do it, it is essential to determine the main characteristics

of Pollo Campero restaurants and the way that they operate in the United States 

It is important that the instructors analyze industry trends at the global, regional and country level. Focus in areas

such as industry growth, size and industry structural changes.  Also, the instructor should study the characteristics of

the different existing segments, questioning if the company is addressing the right segment or it should target to

other(s).

In addition, it is essential that the instructor leads a detailed analysis of competitors, discussing their implementing

strategy and comparing aspects such as price, services and how competitors are attending different segments.

Activity Statement

• What are the key decisions facing President Roberto Denegri and his crew?

• Where does Pollo Campero compete? How does Pollo Campero compete? 

• What are the strengths and weaknesses of Pollo Campero?

• What is the message to consumers that underlies Pollo Campero brand?

• Do you think this message would play in the US?  If so, is there a particular segment that you would

prioritize?  Which one(s) and why?

Research Statement

The case is based on primary research with the company, including interviews with senior management—Roberto

Denegri, President and COO; Lisken Kastalanych, VP of marketing; Rodolfo Bianchi, Operations Manager.  It is

also based on secondary research on relevant industry trends and characteristics

The case includes the company history, a description of the competitive landscape (fast food industry); a description

of U.S. consumer profile and market information.
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Conclusions

This case is going to be useful to generate ideas and conclusions about proper manners to introduce a brand from an

emerging economy to a develop economy.   The focus of the case is about what should be the company’s  new

positioning if they really want to open up a broader customer based that include mainstream Americans.  Also it

could be used to illustrate growth strategies during the internationalization process of a company.
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